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Outline of the Talk
• Thoughts about how our lives are changing as
university teachers due to the cyber-revolution
• Thoughts about how our lives are changing as
university environmental researchers due to the
cyber-revolution
• Hypotheses about the future
• Discussion

How our lives are changing as
environmental teachers

How many students are learning online?

Also:
Sloan foundation
reports that online
enrollments grew
by 10% in 2010
against 2% for the
sector as a whole

Chronicle of Higher Education, B20, Special
Section , Online Learning; Nov 11, 2011

But online learning is not restricted to universities:
Mobile phone training programs (for example) are growing too
40.7% of companies are considering using mobile devices for
training
10.1% of companies are developing mobile device applications
for training

15% of companies are already using mobile device
applications for training
34.7% of companies have no plans to use mobile devices for
training
(“Mobile Learning in the Palm of your Hand”, by the American Society for Training and
Development; quoted in Sky Magazine, October 2011)

Who offers online courses?

Chronicle of Higher Education, B20, Special
Section , Online Learning; Nov 11, 2011

Who teaches online courses?

http://chronicle.com/article/Faculty-Views-AboutOnline/125200/; accessed 1-5-11

Who teaches online courses?

Male Female

Male

http://chronicle.com/article/Faculty-Views-AboutOnline/125200/; accessed 1-5-11

Female

EMS: Online education by the numbers
• EMS entered the distance education arena in
1998: Geography launched online certificate
program in GIS, delivered through World Campus
• College now has 3 online post-baccalaureate
certificates; 2 online masters degrees, 1 online
bachelor degree program
• 80 EMS courses are available on the web:
reaching more than 5100 undergrads and >1200
adult professionals worldwide
• Geography: 71 residential graduate students; 153
online graduate students in MGIS

What is causing the growth of online education:
New online capabilities or trends
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Skype-based seminars
Live question and answer sessions
Chat rooms
Email
Twitter
I-phone apps
Web-inars
Video conferencing
Web cameras are everywhere

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Social media (Facebook, Yammer,
LinkedIn)
Gaming technologies
Simulation engines
Mobile phones for training and
interaction with students
I-pads for on-demand training
Digital whiteboards
Blogging
Adaptive learning modules

“Most colleges…have yet to find ways to use technology to
really transform education…Technology has fundamentally
changed the productivity of every industry in America except
education. In nearly all of higher education, it is an add-on cost.”
Robert W. Mendenhall, President of Western Governor’s University

What is causing the growth of online education:
An example of a new online capability even for advising
•

“Think of the problem in terms of a supermarket cereal aisle, says Tristan
Denley, provost of Austin Peay State University, in Clarksville, Tenn. You find every
choice known to man. But unless you've opened the box, you have very little
information to judge what's inside. How do you pick one?

•

Part of the answer, he says, is technology that can look at people like you
who have made such decisions in the past, and see whether those decisions
worked out. In April, Austin Peay debuted software that recommends courses
based on a student's major, academic record, and how similar students fared in
that class.

•

Some professors fretted about students misinterpreting the Netflix-like tips
as commands, but the Gates Foundation quickly ponied up $1-million to refine the
software so other colleges can adopt it.

•

Now Austin Peay plans to expand on its work with a new tool that offers tips
for making a more important decision: picking a major.”

Quoted from the Chronicle of Higher Education; http://chronicle.com/article/AMoneyball-Approach-to/130062/; accessed January 2012

What is causing the growth of online education:
Drive toward sharing course materials
“By using the technology to teach – to deliver the content of a course – we
are able to free students to study what they need to learn, and to do so at
their own pace. Learning becomes the constant and time becomes the
variable, rather than holding time constant and letting the learning vary.
In an online environment that truly takes advantage of technology, the
faculty role may change from delivering content to mentoring students.”
Robert W. Mendenhall, President, Western Governors University

Lots of examples of how or where course materials are shared or sold:
•
•
•
•
•

The Univ of Southern CA has shared resources to create or improve
online courses
Open Education Resource University – a consortium of universities
worldwide grants credit to students who can pass assessments
MIT’s lectures and materials are available free online..students can earn
a certificate if they pass assessments
The New York Times Knowledge Network
University of the People: nonprofit, tuition-free, 1200 students, 120
countries, processing fees of $10-$100; volunteer professors;
www.uopeople.org

What is causing the growth of online education:
Cost of education
•

Ex U.S. students have debts of $1 trillion (The Economist)

•

College tuition has risen four times faster than inflation (B. Smith, The Chronicle of Higher Education, Nov 11,
2011)

•

“The ranks of the most expensive colleges have grown again:
100 institutions …charg[e] $50,000 or more for tuition, fees, room, board in 2010-11…
58 universities and colleges ..charged that much in 2009-10, …
5 colleges were priced over $50,000 [in 2008-9].

•

[2010] marks a milestone as the first public institution has joined that elite club: the University of California at
Berkeley is charging out-of-state residents $50,649 for tuition, fees, room, and board. (The price for in-state
residents is only $27,770.)

•

All of the other 99 colleges charging $50,000 or more are private. They made up 9 percent of the 1,058 private
institutions reporting any amount for tuition, fees, room, and board.”

(from Jeffrey Brainard, October 31, 2010, Chronicle of Higher Education)

Penn State as of 2011/2012 room + board +
tuition in-state is $26742; out-of-state is $36626

Which ten university presidents were
invited to the White House on Dec 5?
• Dr. King Alexander, President, California State University – Long
Beach
• Dr. Francisco Cigarroa, Chancellor, University of Texas System
• Dr. Jared Cohon, President, Carnegie Mellon University
• Dr. Freeman Hrabowski, President, University of Maryland –
Baltimore County
• Dr. William “Brit” Kirwan, Chancellor, University System of Maryland
• Dr. Larry Shinn, President, Berea College
• Mr. Thomas Snyder, President, Ivy Tech Community College
• Dr. Holden Thorp, Chancellor, University of North Carolina – Chapel
Hill
• Dr. Nancy Zimpher, Chancellor, State University System of New York
• Dr. Robert Mendenhall, President, Western Governor’s University

Western Governor’s University
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Public, all online university that was founded in 1996 by 19 state
governors (The Economist)
Began offering courses in 1999; now offers 50 degrees
Now enrolls more than 25000 U.S. students
Professors decide what students must know
University buys teaching materials from publishers and pays student
mentors for each student
Professors design assessment tools: proctored tests, projects, papers, etc.
Teams of graders are employed to do the grading
Third party assessments used where possible
Accredited by Northwest Commission on Colleges and Universities (one of
the 6 regional accrediting agencies)
“Faculty remain critically important, but their focus moves from preparing lectures to
monitoring data about student participation and performance, engaging in rich
dialogue with individuals…embellishing curricula where appropriate, introducing
supplemental resources, and developing new content modules [when needed].”
Diane Auer Jones, former U.S.Assistant Secretary of Education, Chron. Higher Ed, Nov 2011

Financial models for online degree programs:
Non-Profits (NP) and For-Profits (FP)
-Penn State is a NP but uses a FP model for tuition for online

degree and certificate programs generating a revenue stream
for academic units

NP

FP

FP

FP

FP

FP

FP

NP
PSU
8
semesters
of 12+
credits =
$49,000

Chart from http://www.wgu.edu/tuition_financial_aid/overview

Basic economic model of the
university from 1500s to 1900s
• Subject matter experts are scarce so it makes
sense to build big campuses and attract
professors and provide teaching on campus
• Large fixed costs: adding few more profs is
relatively cheap…substantial fixed costs w/ low
marginal costs to offer one more class
• Profs attract students
• Strongest signals of value in this model is physical
aspects of campus and faculty credentials
• Accreditation measures these variables
From article by Burck Smith, member of the American Enterprise Institute’s Higher
Education Working Group, in The Chronicle of Higher Education, Nov 11, 2011

Economic model of online university
• Uses real-time and asynchronous communication
• Low fixed costs w/ low marginal costs to offer one more
class
• Location of profs and students is irrelevant
• Content can be cheap or free
• Online software for learning is becoming cheaper
• Strongest signals of value in this model are outcomes from
courses such as Gen Ed courses and skills-based courses
• Accreditation (today) measures whether the college is set
up to deliver online courses; whether college is using best
practices; whether faculty have been trained to use online
services; whether student-support services are sufficient
From article by Burck Smith, member of the American Enterprise Institute’s Higher
Education Working Group, in The Chronicle of Higher Education, Nov 11, 2011

Issues around online programs:
Accreditation
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

Accreditation: the 1965 Higher Education act made student eligibility for
federal student aid contingent upon college accreditation
Six regional accreditation agencies were set up; but they neither have staff nor
legal authority to conduct investigations; reviewers are volunteers from peer
institutions of higher education
In 2001, the 6 agencies adopted a common set of broad standards for
accrediting online programs; standards updated in 2006
Eric Kelderman: “The hundreds of for-profit colleges that rely heavily on online
education receive nearly 90% of their revenue from federal student aid.”
In 2009, Dept of Education’s Office of the Inspector General recommended limiting the
accrediting authority of North Central’s Higher Learning Commission (which oversees
colleges in 19 states mid-country) because they had accreditted American
InterContinental University, a for profit college; Govt Accountability Office also alleged
abuses in recruiting/enrollments
Led to a congressional hearing in 2010 and stricter rules for credit hours
Enrollments at the 10 largest for-profit colleges were down on average 14% in 2011

From: E. Kelderman, “Online programs face new damands from
accreditors”, The Chronicle of Higher Education, Nov 11, 2011

Issues around online education: Effort
required to teach an online course

Develop

Teach
Teach
Develop
Teach
Develop

Ray Schroeder (Director of Online Learning, Research and Service at Univ Illinois
Springfield: “On the average, I have about 100 exchanges per student over the
course of the semester, which is more than I would have in a traditional
classroom.” (Sky Magazine, Oct 2011)

Issues around online programs:
Questions about quality
• Not everything can be taught online
• But … a 2010 meta-analysis and review of online-learning
studies (U.S. Dept of Education), concluded that online
learning was as good as or slightly more effective then
traditional face-to-face institutions. (Chronicle of Higher
Ed.)
• Some studies have shown lower graduation rates for online
programs – but of course different populations of students
are served.
• PSU offers online courses and grades for these courses are
not distinguished on a transcript from on campus courses –
doesn’t this mean we think online vs. campus delivery is
equivalent?

Positives and Negatives of New Cyberstuff for Teaching
Positives
•

•
•
•
•
•

Online classes can reach more
people than on-campus classes
Cheaper for a university to
produce
Can share online materials among
professors and universities
Some materials can be taught
online very effectively
More students will be working
while getting a degree…they can
do this while online
Devices can learn
preferences/needs of learners and
can tailor education to the student

Negatives
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Students may drop out at higher rates (but
different populations are involved)
Human-human engagement is lost, and so
are some aspects of learning
How do we know students are taking the
tests?
Students do not learn to interact in teams
face to face
Laboratories and field trips are a challenge
or impossible
Some students do not learn as much using
some online technologies
Issues around accreditation

How our lives are changing as
environmental researchers

Environmental scientists observe the natural system, develop sensor networks,
share data sets, and model data to produce knowledge

For example,
in Critical
Zone science
we study
earth’s
surface today
in order to
project how
it will look
and act
tomorrow

Modelling the CZ

Photo by Andy Pike, (Univ Penn),
Luquillo CZO

Sensors in the Environment
• Sensors now available to measure aerosols, scintillation in
ionosphere, temperature, wind speed, wind direction, solar
insolation, soil moisture, rainfall, streamflow velocity, plate
motions, etc. etc. (Still hard to make many continuous chemical or
biological measurements but that is coming too)
• Mobile phones can collect data
• Enviro/social scientists can monitor Twitter and other social media
to learn about environmental change
• Communication technologies can gather the data and log it and
stream it in real time to the web
• Other scientists are putting together cyberinfrastructure to house
all kinds of environmental data and to find it and use it and model it

NSF EAR Data Sharing Policy
• Investigators are expected to share with other
researchers, at no more than incremental cost
and within a reasonable time, the primary
data, samples, physical collections and other
supporting materials created or gathered in
the course of work under NSF grants. Grantees
are expected to encourage and facilitate such
sharing.

More NSF Data Policy
•

Plans for data management and sharing of the products of research. Proposals must
include a supplementary document of no more than two pages labeled “Data
Management Plan”. This supplement should describe how the proposal will conform to
NSF policy on the dissemination and sharing of research results (see AAG Chapter
VI.D.4), and may include:
the types of data, samples, physical collections, software, curriculum materials, and
other materials to be produced in the course of the project;

•
the standards to be used for data and metadata format and content (where existing
standards are absent or deemed inadequate, this should be documented along with
any proposed solutions or remedies);

•

policies for access and sharing including provisions for appropriate protection of
privacy, confidentiality, security, intellectual property, or other rights or requirements;

•
policies and provisions for re-use, re-distribution, and the production of derivatives;
and
•
plans for archiving data, samples, and other research products, and for preservation of
access to them.

Neotoma Paleoecology Database
www.neotomadb.org/ (Slide from Russ Graham, Penn State)

Neotoma is a multiproxy paleoecology database
that includes fossil data for the past 5 million years, the time during which modern species,
including humans, and modern ecosystems appeared.

Pollen

Time Interval Covered

Plant Macrofossils

Vertebrates

Beetles

Current Data Components
More to come +++

Outreach
&
Educational Activities
(K-12 & University)

Philosophy
Data Sharing
Open and Easy Access
High Quality Data: contributed and maintained with quality control by disciplinary communities
Easy Interfaces with Other Databases
Stimulate New & Innovative Research
Cost Effective Data Management

Neotoma is a single merged database
Neotoma is NOT a distributed database

Database Standardization

Cost Effective

Easily Searched
One Format for Data Entry for All Data Types
Facilitates Comparison of Different Data Sets

Reduced personnel to administer
Common tools for data entry and analysis

Neotoma Explorer Output Types:
Search sites/datasets by spatial, temporal, and metadata criteria.
Data Summary (Chronology)

Maps

Site Summary

Maps

Summary Diagrams
(pollen diagram)

Raw Data

Shale Hills Critical Zone Observatory

Major Components of CZchemDB
 Main Data:
 Location/Site info – Geo-info, climate, landuse, etc.
 Sampling info – Time, methods, treatment/preparation, etc.
 Data – Chemical, physical and mineral properties and others
 Meta Data
 Methods – Sampling, preparation and lab-analysis, etc.
 Data quality – Precision, StDev, detection-limit, etc.
 Source – Publication, projects, or contributor etc.
 Lookup tables (controlled vocabulary) – Variables, units, standard etc.
 Data sources
 CZO Observations;
 Other published data of U.S.
 Data from European Countries;

CZO Chemistry Database Conceptual Model – (CZchemDB)

Country
/State

Loc_info
/Climate

Var-Lookup
/Unit

Project

Landuse
/Veg.

Meta-Data

Person
contributor

Publication

Sources
Methods

Geo-Info

SMPL
Time Series

Precision
Lab-Info

1
2

Sub-sample

Chemical

Sample

.
.
.

Preparat.
/Treatment

Phys. Minr
Lab
Analysis

Others

Main Data

Sub-smpl 2

Sub-smpl n

Location
(Watershed)

Sampling Site
(Soil / Water)

Sample
(Layer/Depth)

SubSample

Preparation
/Treatment

Analysis

Data

Slide from X. Niu, EESI, PennState

Ontology / Data model of CZchemDB
Location
(CZO)

Critical Zone
has

is part of

Site
(x, y)

Regolith
has

is part of

CorePit

Soil
has

creates

is part of

has

Depth Interval
(z)

Collection methods
(pit, auger, drill)

has

Physical
Attribute

has
has
has

Chemical
Attribute

is part of

has

has

Splitting methods
(bulk, <2mm, etc.)

Sample

Mineralogical
Attribute

creates
has

Analysis methods
(digestion, ashed,
ICP)

has

Sub-Sample
has
creates

Value
Unit

Biological
Attribute

Error

has

Source
(Reference, Project, Contributor)

Slide from X. Niu, EESI, PennState

Analyte/
Variable

PSU-EESI

Sept. 16, 2011

Slide from X. Niu, EESI, PennState
CZchemDB Schema
93_Project

92_Reference
11_Country
(PK) countryCode
countryName
countryNumericCode
countryAlpha2
countryNameFull

(PK) referenceID
(FK) corAuthorID
yearPub
articleTitle
journalName
bookTitle
bookeditor
bookPublisher
jourVolume
jourIssue
jourPages
citationFull
refWebURL
refNote

PSU-EESI
Feb. 16, 2010

11_State
(FK) countryCode
(PK) stateCode
stateAlphaCode
stateNumericCode
stateName
stateCategory

31_SampleMedium

(PK) meduimID
mediumName
mediumNote

“Dentistry on the brain”

(PK) projectID
projTitleAbbrv
projTitleFull
citationFull
projSponsorID
projStartYr
projEndYr
(FK) contactID
projNote

93_ProjScientist

10_Person

10_Institute

(FK) projectID
(FK) scientistID
scientistRole

(PK) personID
lastName
firstName
(FK) instituteID
departmentName
eMail
phoneNumber
faxNumber
persnAddress
persnTitle
persnNote

(PK) instituteID
instName
instNameAbbrv
(FK) countryCode
(FK) stateCode
instCity
instZipCode
instAddress
instPhone
instWebURL
(FK) contactID
instNote

91_ReferenceGroup

09_Source

(FK) sourceID
(PK) refGroupID
(FK) projectID
(FK) referenceID
(FK) contactID
refGroupNote

(PK) sourceID
(FK) contrabutorID
sourceNote
62_VariableType

01_Location

02_Site

03_Sample

03_SubSample

04_Preparation

05_Analysis

06_DataValue

(FK) stateCode
(PK) locationID
locNameFull
locNameAbbrv
annlPrecip_mm
anlMeanTemp_oC
(FK) contactID
locNote

(FK) locationID
(PK) siteID
siteName
longitudeDeg
latitudeDeg
elevation_m
slopeDeg
aspect
landscapePosition
landUse
vegSpecies
parentLithology
exposureAge
erosionRate
depthToRock_m
soilTaxonomy
(FK) SSURGO_ID
siteNote

(FK) siteID
(PK) sampleID
(FK) smplMediumID
depthTop_cm
depthBot_cm
waterTemp_oC
samplingDate
smplLocalTime
smplUTCTime
(FK) methodID
(FK) contactID
sampleNote

(FK) sampleID
(PK) subSampleID
splitNumber
(FK) methodID
(FK) contactID
subsmplNote

(FK) subSampleID
(PK) prepID
(FK) methodID
(FK) contactID
prepNote

(FK) prepID
(PK) analysisID
labName
analysisDate
(FK) sourceID
(FK) methodID
(FK) contacted
analyNote

(PK) dataID
(FK) analysisID
(FK) variableCode
dataValue
(FK) unitID
dataNote

71_MethodType

Note: All contactIDs ,
authorID, and scientistID
are linked to the personID
in the table “Person”

72_Standard
(PK) methdStdID
(FK)methodID
mthdStdNote
???

61_VariableLookup
(PK) variableCode
variableName
(FK) varTypeID
varNote

64_Units

07_Method

(PK) methdTypeID
mthdTypeName
mthdTypeNote

(PK) varTypeID
varTypeName
varTypeNote

(PK) methodID
methodName
mthdNameAbbrv
mthdDescription
equipmentName
(FK) mthdTypeID
(FK) contactID
mthdNote

08_Precision

(PK) unitID
unitCode
unitName
unitNote

(PK) precisionID
(FK) MediumID
(FK) variableCode
(FK) methodID
detectLimit
stDeviation
(FK) unitID
precNote

LEGEND:
PK – Primary Key
FK – Foreign Key
1:1
1:n
Main data

CZCHemDB_SCHEMA V4

Meta data
Lookup tables

Slide from X. Niu, EESI, PennState

CZchemDB Data Entrance
 An Excel template file was developed for
data entrance;
 Tools were developed to prepare,
import, and append new data sets to the
CZchemDB

EXCEL Template

Slide from X. Niu, EESI, PennState

CZchemDB Application (1) – Data Searching




Data searching


Location;



Geochemical element;



Project

Data reporting


Formatted reports;



Excel file or text file

Data Report

Slide from X. Niu, EESI, PennState

CZchemDB Application (2) – Data mining and modeling

 Data application
 Tau calculations;
 Future applications:
 Data mining;
 CZ modeling;

Tau-Value

 Other calculations;

Positives and Negatives of Online Data
Negatives
Positives
•
•
•
•
•
•

Access to data is more egalitarian
Access to data is easier
Sensors deployed in the
environment are cheaper than
human workers
Sensors can be made to measure
identically at different places for
comparison
Sensing can happen all the time
We can measure what was
unmeasurable before

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Data is easy to mis-use: just because it is
accessible doesn’t mean it will be used
correctly
Sensors can replace workers
Sensors break down or make poor
measurements when they are not
maintained
Just because something can be
measured (or data can be stored)
doesn’t mean it should be measured
(stored)
Sensing can happen all the time (loss of
privacy)
Online communications cannot be kept
private
Speed of communication becomes
fast…is anyone listening?
Huge volumes of data – storing,
manipulating, understanding, and
modelling such data volumes is difficult

Hypotheses: Education
• University-level education will be radically changed by
the electronic revolution in the next 10 years. (This will
be disruptive unless we think about it and get out
ahead of it).
• Tenure line faculty will become increasingly involved.
(This will be for resident and non-resident students).
• U.P. departments will accelerate in finding ways to
provide online courses, online degrees, blended
degrees, hybrid courses, adaptive learning. (Even
laboratories will be offered online as virtual labs and
field trips as virtual trips).

Hypotheses: Education
• Some courses can be taught better online than in
person. (If this is true, we should figure out what
these are.)
• Since quality of education often depends heavily
upon the person in charge of the class, and each
person has a “best mode of delivery”, the quality
of education may not depend on whether the
class is delivered online or in-person. (We need to
continue to promote diversity in teaching styles. )

Hypotheses: Data
• Types and capabilities of sensors will proliferate.
(This will emphasize the need to choose what to
measure as opposed to how to measure it).
• Increasing numbers of scientists will store data
and model output online. (This will increase the
importance of search strategies, data assessment
strategies, and modelling strategies.)
• Eventually we will decide that not all data belongs
online and that not everything must be
measured. (We will make choices about what
data to save online, and what data not to save.)

Hypotheses: Data
• We may begin to allow students to use books/online
search tools/mobile devices/etc. at all times for
everything. (Why not? It is with us always).
• As more and more information is available online,
branding of data, models, courses, etc. will become
more and more important because choices will be
harder. (Your reputation, the reputation of a
publication venue, and your institution’s reputation will
become increasingly important.)

Hypotheses: Data
• The more metadata, the harder it is to store
on line. (Disciplines that organize their data
online earlier will have a stronger voice.)
• A need exists for the training of students in
two intersections: i) sensors + domain science
and ii) informatics + domain science.
(Interdisciplinary programs will self-organize
to provide these).

So what do you think we
should we do?

Lawrence Lowell (when he was President of Harvard
University) said*:
“…institutions are rarely murdered; they meet their end by
suicide…They die because they have outlived their
usefulness, or fail to do the work that the world wants
done.”
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